Facilitated Playgroups
Randomisation (k=58 locations)

Allocated control/ standard
k=19 locations.
Recruited (19 locations): n=462 parents, mean per location 24; range 6-38.
Did not recruit: k=0 locations

Lost to follow up: excluded, non contact, non consent n=112 parents

Analysis pre assessment
n=350 parents (76%)

Discontinued
n=52 parents

Analysis 12 week assessment
n=298 parents (85% of pre)

Discontinued
n=25 parents

Analysis 32 week assessment
k=19 locations.
n=273 parents (78% of pre); mean per location 14; range 2-29.

Allocated smalltalk group-only
k=20 locations.
Recruited (20 locations): n=518 parents, mean per location 26; range 14-43.
Did not recruit: k=0 locations

Lost to follow up: excluded, non contact, non consent n=108 parents

Analysis pre assessment
n=410 parents (79%)

Discontinued
n=60 parents

Analysis 12 week assessment
n=350 parents (85% of pre)

Discontinued
n=25 parents

Analysis 32 week assessment
k=20 locations.
n=325 parents (79% of pre); mean per location 16; range 8-29.

Allocated smalltalk plus
k=19 locations.
Recruited (19 locations): n=576 parents, mean per location 30; range 12-53.
Did not recruit: k=0 locations

Lost to follow up: excluded, non contact, non consent n=136 parents

Analysis pre assessment
n=440 parents (76%)

Discontinued
n=75 parents

Analysis 12 week assessment
n=365 parents (83% of pre)

Discontinued
n=24 parents

Analysis 32 week assessment
k=19 locations.
n=341 parents (78% of pre); mean per location 18; range 8-32.